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MARCH
There were no pink and green outfits

or even add-a-beads at the .Washington
peace march, but Will Kidd found it

interesting anyway. Read his first-

person account of the1 march on page 3.

HARD CORE
Bahia Yachzan penetrates the mysteries

of the Sewanee Review in her look at

the country's oldest literary quarterly.

It's Inbetween.

ALL-CAC
Seven Tiger gridders won all-conference

laurels. Read all aboUt it in Bryan
Mainwairing's rundown on page 15.
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Did Greg get Jenny back?

Just ask them at McCrady

JENNY GARDNER. These two words sum up ,

primary reason soap operas are watched daily on campu

in dorms such as McCrady and Cannon.

Scorpio and Greg arc some other very import.m

in Cleveland and Hunter.

Students rush out of Gailor, clutching a chocolate

e, and head for thi

television. They storm into the common room asking,

"Did I miss it yet, have Jenny and Greg gotten to-

gether?"

By 11:45, Monday throygh Friday, the common
begin to fill and seals are taken in front of the

i.C. TV

Will the soap be pre-empted by a speech? Would

they dare have- a "Special News Bulletin?" As the

theme song /or "All My Children" begins, students

breathe a quick sign of relief before they bei

raptured in the intensity of Tad and Marion's

ship.

The Soap popularity was,supposed to have peaked

at Luke and Laura's wedding ("General Hospital"),

later, no diminshmeni in pop-

ularity is in sight.

AT SEWANEE. the two programs which dominate

the afternoon hours are "All My Children," and "Gen-

eral Hospital." Some students watch "One Life To

Live," in between the preceding two, and others, unable

to move after "G.H." (as it is popularly rcfered to)

continue to stay and sec how Bo and Liz are on "Days

of Our Lives." see back page
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Public affairs grants

available forsummer
STUDENTS INTERESTED IN the Tonya Public

Affairs Internships for the summer of 1984 should

see either Dr. Robert Keele or Dr. Barclay Ward before

Christmas, Dr. Keele said this week.

The Tonya Public Affairs Program, funded by the

Tonya Foundation in Chattanooga and administered

by the University of the South, provides internships

for both undergraduates and postgraduates in public

affairs.

The deadline for proposals is April 14, 1984.

Of course, finding a job is a prerequisite, Dr. Keele

said, and students will probably want to use Christmas

and Spring break to locate a possible internship.

Once students have found a job, they need to submit

letters of commitment from their prospective super-

visor, a written proposal of their internship, a transcript,

and two letters of recommendation.

Last year 17 undergraduates and five graduates were

granted stipends for internships in public affairs.

Undergraduates interested in the program should sec

Dr. Keele. Those interested in postgraduate internships

should sec Dr. Ward.

SAS galleryfeatures

works of Fassnacht
THE ST. ANDREW'S-SEWANEE Gallery will feature

an exhibition of recent works by Atlanta based artist,

Joe Fassnacht, November 5 through December 8. The

exhibition consists of sculptural paper-castings, terra

cotta sculptures, and graphite drawings.

The gallery is open Monday through Friday from

noon until 4 p.m. Interested croups may make morning

reservations for a tour bv contacting Mrs. Marlis Wadlcy

Director of the Gallery, (61 5) 598-0503.

Aid, credit offered

for NC natives now
NORTH CAROLINA RESIDENTS attending an out-

of-state college are eligible for the Institute of Govern-
ment Summer Internship Program in state government.

Twenty-three students will be selected by an ad-

visory committee to participate in a living-learning in-

ternship in .North Xarolina state government directed

by the Institute of Government. Institute interns will

work from May 31 through August 10, 40 hours each
week in a responsible position in a state department and
participate in evening educational seminars. They will

be paid approximately SI 50 per week.

Students interested in the program should secure a

brochure announcing the program and a State of North
Carolina application form from their college or uni-

versity placement office or local Job Service office. A
brief description of possible internships is available in

college placement offices.

Students interested in the Institute of Government
program should mail an application to Mrs. Carolyn
White, Institute of Government, Knapp Building 059A,
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, Chapel
Hill, North Carolina, 27514, by February 10, 1984.

Anthony Harrigan

Harrigan holds forth on
conservatism, colleges
BY JOHN SIMS BAKER

Anthony Harrigan, a nationally syndicated colum-

nist, lives in Sewanee. He was born in New .York City

and grew up there and in Charleston, S. C. He studied at

several colleges, primarily the University of Virginia.

After marrying the former Miss Elizabeth Ravenel of
Charleston, he worked for the University of Florida

Press and later served in the Marine Corps.

He is now president of the United States Business and
Industrial Council and of the United States Industrial

Council Educational Foundation. These groups are le-

gally separate and have different functions but share the

same office in Nashville. The former is a business

spokesman organization for which Mr. Harrigan writes

his columns. The latter primarily promotes conservative

representation at colleges through an international

speaker's bureau and by helping to establish alternative

journalistic ventures. Mr. Harrigan 's primary interests

are in- trade and foreign affairs with which he has had
first-hand experience travelling in Cuba, Central Ameri-
ca, Israel, Vietnam and Africa. His column is published
in about 150 mainly small and medium-sized papers. He
has also written for some fifty professional quarterlies in

the U. S., Europe, Australia, and Canada and has au-
thored, co-authored, or edited about 15 books.

He came to Sewanee in 1974 while his youngest
daughter attended the Academy and has lived here since

then while maintaining his office in Nashville.

B: Why does your group devote so much energy to pro-
viding conservative speakers for colleges?

H: I think the prevailing view in the academic area of
the country is liberal and not too friendly toward con-
servative political and cultural ideas. The result is that

speakers are primarily liberals. There is thus a great lack

of balance in' the views that students hear at their college

or university, bur foundation is to provide some bal-

ance that is obviously missing.

B. Have your speakers encountered any hostility like

U...N. Ambassador Kirkpatrick who has recently been
shouted down or threatened when trying to speak?
H: Our speakers have been well received. So far we
have been able to get them in although some places it

isn't always easy. There has been hostility along those
lines, however, with the conservative student papers that
have been started.

B: Could you tell us more about your group's involve-

ment with these?

H: The foundation has a program of providing the
seed money for responsible conservative campus
journals. These are not political journals but they -gen-

erally discuss public issues. We started off a couple of
years ago by providing a little money for the Harvard
Salient; and since then we have helped start up journals
at Yale last year, The Yale Free Press, at the University
of Southern California, which is more of a magazine,
and at the University of California at Los Angeles.
We are currently starting a new journal at the University
of Texas at Austin. Other organizations are doing the
same. Very often student papers are exclusively of one
point of view or are very liberal. We help writers to

provide an alternative to that. We don't fund them; we
don't have the money for that but just help them get

started so that they can find their own support.

B: Could you tell about the reaction these papers have
met?

H: We think that the Harvard papers are successful and
have done very well and also the one in California.

see page 12
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Peace march difficult to assess easily

ing the

minorities: Com
were few but thei

BY WILLKIDD

THE TRIP TO WASHINGTON for the Peace March
is difficult to assess. I don't know what to call it. It

wasn't fun, I don't know if it was successful. It wasn't

strange or ordinary, although it was cold. Let me just

tell you what stands out to me about the whole trip, and

if you find need to judge it, then you can do it. I can't.

There's not a lot to say about 12 hours of driving or

about sleeping on a floor. I do remember having apoco-
lyptic visions during that half-in half-out type sleep you
get after too long in a car. Because of them I was scared

for the world, and I remember as I lay down in an office

room in a place called the Crystic Institute downtown in

D. C, that I was glad I was there marching for peace.

In the morning we all Tose, went to church and
marched to the rally in front of the State Department
with a fair number of the Episcopal Peace Fellowship. It

was good to walk with mainline average-looking, Amer-
ica-loving Christians to the rally. It was good because

; got there, in spite of the majority of people be-

same as us, the most visible people were radical

nunists, Anarchists, Socialists. They
' literature was plentiful. They moved

around, they talked. Their eyes looked like fire when
they handed you a newspaper and talked about Yankee
imperialism. I was scared of them. More than that I

was angry, because I feared that their presence would
discount mine.

I WAS THERE to plead for peace, for peaceful means
of intervention. I, too, want the interests of this great

country protected. As long as they aren't economic in-

terests that cause other people to starve, just so I can eat

frozen pizza. And I don't want to blow money on the

military before we try every peaceful means available to

protect our country and the West.

When I say Communists there with me, I wondered if

anyone in power would bother to listen to me. I felt an-

gry and futile.

At noon we were on the move again. By this time I

was carrying with me very conspicuously 1 giant pretzel

that I questionably acquired from a truck selling fast

food. I had seen the Viet Nam memorial and like the

first time I saw it last summer, was very moved.

WHERE WE WERE MOVING was to meet the other

two rallies and join into one in front of the White House.

On the way down the eastbound lane of Pennsylvania

Avenue we passed by about four men standing on a van

in military uniform shooting us all birds. What do you
do? You walk by - you're marching for peace. But how
do you feel? Bad. Why were they angry? I want the

same things they do. I'm not coming down on them,

nor am I a threat. They didn't understand me. Again I

felt futile. And I kept walking.

Somewhere along the way we had picked up this ex-

Sewanee man named Raoul. He seemed very knowledge-
able of what was going on. What struck me about him
was his size. He was huge. And as I noticed him I no-

ticed everyone else. I can't begin to draw the contrast

with Sewanee. No preps, anywhere. No pink or green,

no add-a-beads. Instead there was a lot of big sweaters

and faided jeans. No styled hair, but hair long and free,

curly, or very very straight. I noticed a disproportion-

ate number of big noses. Everyone looked friendly, and
kind of earthy.

MAKE THAT NEARLY EVERYONE. At one point

I saw a group of anarchists. Black leather with studs.

They sang in a saw that sounded like two records playing

backwards, one rock and one Bach, one at 33 and the

other at 78. It was weird, chaotic noise. They looked

mean and one yelled "Reagan the Rat" over and over.

We also saw counter demonstrators. They were the most

fearsome because they yelled things at us. I found later

a...

; with chains. They

nber thinking 1 should feel

nething like "They're the

ot us."' Instead I felt sad

urselves. I wanted to say

that some of them hit

were the only ones arrested.

When I heard that, I ren

victorious and should say :

ones who'll end the world

that we had to fight amonj
"Let's forget politics and just love each other." I never

got to say it.

At one point I remember seeing a yellow balloon slip

from someone's hand and float upward, blown by the

wind, past an American flag. I remember thinking that

somehow that summed up my whole time there. The

Ten members of the Sewanee delegation to
1 the Washington peace march pose shortly

before embarking on a 12 hour car trip to

flag was the nation, the balloon was the march. The na-

tion saw the march for a brief moment, and the march,

the balloon, me, went floating forlornly above the flag,

beyond the buildings, until the cold or the sun or just

time sent it empty to the ground to be tramped on and
forgotten.

IT WAS ONE OF those moments when you're lonely

in a crowd, united with everyone yet painfully separate

and distinct, and lonely. For the moment it put the

icing on my cake of futility.

Our destination was the elipse where there was some
25,000 people. Here it was clear that mainline Ameri-

cans were the majority. 1 was reassured.

As speakers spoke to the crowd, I wandered around
looking at people and buying buttons. I ran into a

friend from home who was down from his small liberal

arts school of 1300 people with a group of 250. I told

him I was from my small liberal arts school of 1000
with 16. We decided our schools must represent dif-

ferent political spectrums.

Because of the cold, everyone left but me, since I

was planning to stay with my sister overnight. When I

was the only Sewanee person left I got to hear and see

face to face my first political candidate Jesse Jackson.

He spared none of his eloquent techniques to get us

riled up. He seemed to appeal perfectly to the crowd
there, pushing for an end to military intervention in

Central America, for equal, civil rights, and an end to

the arms race.

BY THE TIME he was done the whole crowd was

shouting, "our time has come." I had to laugh at my-
self for getting caught up, while I was at the same time

proud to be there, and also sad that Martin Luther

King couldn't be there too.

That pretty much ended it. I had a t-shirt, some
buttons and a wealth of communist newspapers to com-
memorate the event, along with indelible images of it

the capital Will Kidd, the author of this

account of the march, is kneeling, fourth

from the right.

problems. Some say nothing will, because human nature

won't change. I don't buy that. I'm a Christian and
when we let Him God changes our nature. He makes us
into free creatures, fearless, who love one another.

When the whole world is free of fear and full of love,

then we will have accomplished our goal. We won't need

I went to Washingto

for this change in huma
because if we don't do s

any humans left to be i

that the yellow balloon

the flag, and not drift aii

because politics can buy time

nature to come about. I went
ne politics now there won't be

ide new for long. My hope is

saw can be on the pole with

essly by into oblivion.

m supply sionf

Now open Sundays 4:00 - 8:00

Mon.-Sat. 11:30- 12:00

Looking back 1 think I felt so futile because I know
I can never change Reagan's outlook, and that he can

just blow the whole march off by saying it was all com-l

munists. Now, however I feel a little less futile. People

know we were there and there are members of Congress

who agree with us, even if the executive does not.

U.S. ARMY SURPLUS STORE

Complete Gun Repair

P & B PAWN & GUN SHOP

KNOW POLITICS solve the world's
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Reflections on a

few people who

deserve our thanks
THANKSGIVING BEING THE time to

count blessings and what have you, it might be

especially appropriate to recognize a few people

who deserve some credit at Sewanee.

One is Dr. Douglas Paschall, who announced

last week he is resigininghis position as associate

dean to return to full time teaching effective

June 30, 1984. Most students probably are

not aware how many hats Paschall wears at any

given time-teacher, adviser, de facto counselor,

writer, head of a long list of organizations and

committees, to name a few-because he always

seems to have a few minutes for anyone who

Ihe back
burner

C harlrs Hilmorr
wants to talk to him.

Paschall said he is resigining because he wants

to devote more time to other activities, notably

writing.

By the way, if students have any suggestions

for his replacement as associate dean, Dean Pat-

terson will probably be making a decision before

January 1

.

TWO OTHER PEOPLE meriting a nod ara

the university counselors, Richard Chapman and

Davelyn Monti, who are making their presence

felt in several areas of campus life.

A number of student leaders praised the

counselors during the recent visit by the Reg-

ents. Sewanee's unusually high retention rate

this year, it has been suggested, is due in no in-

significant part to their efforts.

In addition to duties in the office and else-

where, both are involved in a variety of student

and community programs. Chapman, for ex-

ample, helped conduct an alcohol awareness

workshop last week sponsored by BACCHUS,
a new student organization. And Monti has

recently been meeting in women's dorms for

informal discussions about social pressures

and relations between the sexes, among other

topics.

The University showed a lot of wisdom in

establishing the Counseling Service four years

ago, but the real credit belongs to Chapman
and Monti for making it work.

-rmThe Sewanee -m
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By Tom Lakeman

Fence-straddling in our time
l AM ALMOST out of college, and thai means it's

ne to choose a side for life.

Democrat or Republican? Liberal or conservative?

uke or anti-nuke? John Birch or the Fellow Trav-

Hurry up, hurry up, we have to know now.

on either side of the lir

straddling," but that is n-

is so wide that it looks r

It might be called "fence-

uite appropriate. The fence

; like the Great Wall of Chi-

subordinate personal judg-

cheek on
snorts

ent to the dogma of the masses.

All this is about making up your (

fusal to be bound by precedent.

nd the

1 rippe (^heek
ch ofAt one time, I didn't think I had learned i

anything in college with regard to matters political. I

still felt the same as I had in high school, or whenever

I began to notice the affairs of state and their con-

sequences.

But now, I realize that I am more confused than

Everyone, no matter what position he takes, is say-

exactly the same thing to me.

I SEE NO essential difference between the Sewanee

Peace Fellowship and the Franklin County League of

Republican Women. Both groups operate on the fund-

amental fuel -of ideology. Usually, that ideology ap-

proaches dogma.

Actually, the words are equivalent.

We live in a world of Knee-jerk responses. The only

reason we don't always pull out well-thumbed hand-

books to help calculate our answers to political ques-

tions is that we are already well programmed with

proper lines.

Right now, I am attempting to avoid marching along

THE REASON I think about this so much now stems

from things I have written in this paper over the past

three or four years.

I was absolutely flabbergasted to branded a dyed-in-

the-wool conservative for opposing the five-day week.

That opinion put all things I wrote in the category of

right-wing jargon for some people who read them. They

were reasoning from the particular to the general, in-

ferring a dogma where none was implied.

Academics and politics are quite different issues.

I tend to support tradition here at Sewanee- and if that

makes me a conservative, then you should have been in

the Purple office as this issue was put together. They
had to hold a gun to my head to make me put the

Anthony Harrigan interview on the layout sheets. I

absolutely and fundamentally disagree with everything

I have ever read or heard of the man.

Some people think the last paragraph contains a hor-

rible contradiction. I do not. All I ask for in reasoning

is a basic fairness of principles

.

I DO NOT think Mr. Harrigan exercises such fairness

in his responses in the interview elsewhere in this issue.

And, reading his words, it is easy to see where those

cries of "imperialist America" come from. He says

it was unfortunate that the British and French Empires

were ever dissolved- not for the sake of the people in

the colonies so much as for the sake of American power
and economy.

see page 6
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Four-course load explained
EVERYONE TALKS ABOUT how fast news travels

through Sewanee, but unfortunately, much of this news
is incomplete or incorrect. Most students have heard
bits and pieces of the gossip floating around about a

"four course load" and some may have read one of the
articles about it in the previous issues of the Purple,

there are a lot of people who don't know or are confus-
ed about the issues involved.

just a
thought

JJtSividl oruMmgo

The Curriculum and Academic Policy Committee

submitted a report which outlined several possible

changes and their possible effect to the university. One
of the plans considered called for a change in the student

course load from five courses per semester to four. This

would necessitate a corresponding reduction in the re-

quirements for graduation. Along with the change in

student course loads, the faculty teaching load would be

reduced from the required four courses per semester to

three. This would supposedly allow the faculty

more time for class preparation and would allow stud-

ents to study their courses in greater depth. A second

plan called for a student course load of five courses for

four semesters and. four courses for four semesters. This

would be in conjunction with a faculty teaching load of

four courses in one semester of the academic year and

three in the other. The requirements for graduation

would again be reduced to correspond to the new course

load.

ALONG WITH THE general course load change, sev-

eral specific course changes were considered. One of

these was the addition of some type of computer science

requirement, to assure that a Sewanee graduate is comp-

uter literate. There was also a proposal to require one

science course from the Natural Sciences; Biology,

Chemistry,, or Physics. There was a suggestion that be-

ginning and intermediate language courses be taught by

the intensive method whenever possible. The intensive

method is a one semester, four hour course in place of

two three hour courses. Finally, there was some discus-

sion regarding the introduction of 75 minute classes on

Tuesdays and Thursdays.

What would such changes mean for Sewanee's present

and future students? If the four course load-three

course teaching load proposal were to be passed, it is

very probable that many of the majors presently being

offered will become unavailable. Only the larger depart-

ments will have the faculty required to continue both

upper level courses for the major and introductory

courses which students need for graduation require-

ments. The smaller departments will be forced to either

reduce the number of introductory courses they offer or

they will have to eliminate their level courses and, with

them, their major. Reducing the number of introduct-

ory courses will mean larger classes and in many cases a

reduction in the quality of the course to a point where it

isn't worth offering. Any -students presently in one of

these majors would find it impossible to get the courses

that they need for graduate school. They will be forced

to transfer to another university which offers these

courses. In the future, perspective students will be pre-

sented with little choice of a major and any who have

plans for graduate school will have to plan on taking

courses at other universities either during or after their

studies at Sewanee. Considering these complications, it

is unlikely that students wishing to study in one of these

areas will decide to attend Sewanee. In time, this would

mean that the Sewanee student body would lose the di-

versity of interests which it presently enjoys.

THE SECOND PLAN for reducing the course load,

by alternate four-five course student and three-four

course teaching loads, would have effects similar to the

first plan. Although' the effects would be less severe,

many departments would still be unable to offer their

major. The committee felt that a department should

have at least three faculty members in order to offer a

major. Yet, I know that some departments with this

number of faculty are pressed to offer a major under the

present system, and a reduction of courses isn't going to

A reduction in course load wouldn't be without ben-

efits. It would open up more time for students to study

and more time for professors to prepare for classes. Of

course, the amount of this extra time actually used for

these purposes would vary among individuals. The extra

time would also allow professors to do the work requir-

ed to keep them up to date in their respective fields.

These benefits, however, cannot balance the losses which

Sewanee will suffer if such a plan is introduced at the

present time. The only way that a reduction in the fa-

culty teaching load will be feasible is if the faculty is si-

multaneously increased so that the same courses could

be offered. This would. also have the added advantage of

decreasing the student-faculty ratio. In many cases, a

full time professor wouldn't be needed. An additional

faculty, member who could teach courses in two depart-

ments, could reduce the teaching load in both.

THE INTRODUCTION OF 75 minute classes seems

counterproductive to the goal of a decreased student-

faculty work load. These longer classes will require

more preparation on the part of the professor and, in the

course of the semester, would mena that more material

"ould be covered. Possibly, the same material could be
see page 11

What next?

Newbaseball league

may catch on soon
humor BY DAVID TURNBOW

THE UNITED STATES Baseball League (USBL) will

throw out the first ball Tuesday night to begin its in-

augural season, says league commissioner Pip LeMange.
"It's really exciting," explained LeMange at a press

conference last Wednesday. "We hope to do as well as

the USFL did this year, though we can't expect too

much at first, but we're really hopeful, really."

The USBL, whose season runs from late November
to the USBL World Championship Series in April, is the

latest in bogus professional leagues to be formed, though
the first challenger to baseball in quite a few years. Al-

ready, the signing of several has-beens, benchwarmers,
and minor-leaguers from the "other league" has taken
place, as well as recruitment of many budding little-

leaguers to million-dollar multiyear contracts. The an-

nouncement by the New York franchise on the penning
of Cy Ty, an eleven-year-old from Brooklyn through

1988, has sparked off Little League organizations na-

tionwide, many of whom arc closing their gates to USBL

"ANGRY? OF COURSE I'm angry! Who wouldn't

be?": these, the words of an angry man, Josiah Whitley,

Ty's coach. "How can I expect Cy to come through for

our team when he's has to play all year 'round? He'll

miss spring training should New York go to the playoffs.

You can bet no USBL people will be allowed near any of

my players."

Cy Ty declined comment.
Like its sister, the USFL, the USBL has given fran-

chises to many major cities as well as a few offbeat loca-

tions. It will start with twelve teams this year, expand
to eighteen next year, and be represented in all fifty

states and protectorates by 1989. A guide to the cities

and their teams:

1) As the USFL has teams in cities not covered by
the NFL, so too does the USBL. And, following the

USFL tradition of unique, tough guy mascots, we have

the Bismarck Stranglers (originally the Boston Strang-

lers) and the Jackson Rippers (Mississippi).

2) To insure success, the USBL has granted fran-

chises in three mass-media markets: New York, Los

Angeles, and Houston. This has resulted in the Los

Angeles Sharks (could be a street gang or the things in

the water that bite), the New York Muggers (New York
mentality), and the most-feared people of the NASA
home town, the Houston Police.

3) Colorado has a baseball team to play in UFC Stad-

ium, in the mode of the Denver Gold (USFL): the

Boulder Rocks.

4) Trying to relate to the masses, the San Francisco

Parade have come about, while Miami has dubbed their

team the Cubans. Also in this category fall the Bermuda
Tourists (formerly the Shorts).

5} Montana gets their first professional sports team

in the form of the Helena Pimps. Unfortunately, the

home team fans must travel to Brigham Young in Utah

to see their team, as they were unable to secure a stad-

ium within Montana.

6) Lastly, those baseball teams who'll be freezing

their bats off this winter, and who should have put more

thought into a name for the team: the New Hampshire

Suburbs (a misnomer, so I'm told) and the Maine Eeacks

(ouch!).

DAVE'S PREDICTIONS FOR opening night games:

Sharks 3, Tourists

Muggers 11, Police 4

Stranglers 2, Rippers 1

Later on this week: Rocks in Maine, the Pimps at the

Parade, and the Cubans visit the Suburbs.
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Gage responds to editorial page of last issue
- . _ ... He continues by saying that he is "saddened" by his I am also sorry that peaceful negot
To the Ed

In reading the editorial page of the latest SEWANEE
PURPLE I must say that I was at least disgusted. There

were two things which immediately caught my eye,

and following a closer inspection I found my initial

feelings of disgust to be greatly amplified.

First, the "cartoon" by Tom Lakeman is simply the pro-

duct of a severely deranged individual. 1 doubt that

this cartoon will ever reach the breakfast table of the

families of any deceased Marines, but if it did I do not

think that they would be at all pleased with his effort.

Mr. Lakeman shows NO respect for our country, or for

the human life. It is a fact that two hundred plus

Marines were killed in Beirut, but why does Mr. Lake-

man insist on depicting this American tragedy in such

a vulgar manner. I do not think that the readers of

this newspaper should be subjected to such tasteless

trash, and in the future 1 would hope that Mr. Lakeman

would use more sound judgement in choosing his car-

toon topics, and messages.

[ was also disturbed, though not so drastically, at David

Brumgard's editorial concerning our military inter-

vention in Grenada. Mr, Brumgard begins his article

by venturing into the recent history of Vietnam. If

he is willing to turn back the hands of time to dis-

credit U.S. intervention, why don't we turn back a

little further to recall the reasons that we enjo* our

freedom as Americans. Americans have always been

willing to give their lives for our country. This is a

country founded on self sacrifice, and when it becomes

necessary for Americans to risk their lives for our

country, and common beliefs, Americans have will-

ingly answered the call. So if it is history Mr. Brum-
gard wants to use as a point of reference, then I wish

he would open his eyes and look at the whole pic-

by saying that he is "saddened" by hi:

fellow students who exhibit pride in U.S. intervention

in Grenada. I will be the first to tell you that I am
extremely proud for my country, and I am sad for

anyone who does not share my pride. I also do not

believe that the U.S. government quickly resorted

to military action, as Mr. Brumgard speculates. Simply

because Grenada is not capturing daily headlines does

not mean it is not a primary concern of our government.

A military exercise of this magnitude is not conceived

overnight, nor is the decision to use military force.

It is ludicrous to think that the United States jumped
quickly and thoughtlessly into combat.

Mr. Brumgard continues by saying he honestly does

not know what he would have done in Grenada. I do

not see how there could be a question in his mind. Is

it not enough mat Grenada housed enough Soviet

weapons for every man, woman, and child on the

island? Is it not enough that Soviet supported Cubans

were extending an airport runway to more easily ac-
commodate Soviet military aircraft? Is it not enough

that American medical students were, in fact, in danger

of losing their lives?? We simply had no choice. I am
as sorry as any fellow American that this invasion cost

us the precious commodity of human life, but one

must realize that these were Americans who by choice,

not by the Selective Service process, elected the mili-

tary, its benefits and consequences, as an occupation.

Cheek

Homemade
Pizza

OPEN TILL 10 P.M.

MONTEAGLE

SPECIAL KEG PRICES
CALL AHEAD FOR ORDER
AND PARTY ORDERS

JERRY'S

MARKET
AND DELI

from page 4
I really don't understand. I cannot imagine Mr. Har-

rigan attacking the concept of home rule in the United

States. Perhaps he has the best interests of third-world

countries at heart, feeling that their troubles result from

the general stupidity of their populations.

Yet I must protest the suggestion that the economic

situation of any former British colony would be im-

proved if it were still subordinate to London. Ask Brit-

ish blue-collar workers how glorious their economic

empire is today.

What is more likely is that Britain would be able to

draw resources from those third-world nations. England

could stave off absolute poverty for a while longer- and

we wouldn't have to listen to the small countries. They
Id simply be an internal problem of England.

I agree with that, Mr. Harrigan- it would be nice if

hese problems did not exist. But they do. And there

i no comprehensive ideology, left or right, which covers

II the problems we must face.

That's why I'm sitting on the fence.

^7 towerlandouter

FLORAL AND GIFT NEEDS
SERVING THE MOUNTAIN DAILY

Cowan. Tennessee Phone 967-7602

WINCHESTER
AVIATION, INC.

flight training
storage and maintenance
two mechanics available
fuel-100 octane

lso sorry that peaceful negotiations were not

but the United States cannot continue to

conduct above the table discussions with the Soviet

Union while they are conducting under the table mili-

tary buildups so close to our borders.

In conclusion, if Mr. Brumgard loves his country as

much as he says he does, then there is no excuse for him

not to exercise some good old American pride in our

recent triumph. In this age of nuclear super powers, it

is a fact of existance that occasionally it is imperative

to flex our military muscle, and the true American

should praise his country for knowing when, where,

how, and to what extent this is necessary.

Sincerely,

William A. Gage, Jr.

Gavin's statistics

better than shown
DEAR EDITOR:

I would like to correct a misleading statistic in the

last issue's field hockey article. Senior Cynda Cavin

four years. Furthermore the career goals given for her

was a mere 25. This is an inaccurate number since the

only "career" statistics that were accessible to the pre-

sent coach were last season's. Cavin can respectfully

retire from four years of field hockey with an impress-

ive 58 career goals.

Also I would like to add a personal note in reference

to several unrecognized players in their final year.

New player senior Jill Webb played an outstanding

season as right wing starter. Her spirit and enthusiasm

added strength to the team's positive mental attitude.

Senior starters Josephine Squire and Mary Alves were

consistently strong players in the defense. After the

discouraging five game losing streak, Squire and Alves

determination and leadership helped to redirect the team

toward a winning season.

Finally, in reference to the previous issue, there are

four seniors, not three. Although we did have what was

described as a "building season," this year the fact

remains the hockey team will lose four -excellent sup-

portive players not "only three players."

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Estes

COWAN CAFE

Brag Qlnmpang
FRANK BROWN, Pharmacist and Owner

Just Across The Tracks

PHONE 598-5940

8:30- 5:30 M -F

8:30 -3:00 SAT
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CentralAmerican policyanalyzed
BY CHARLES BROCKETT

PRESIDENT REAGAN'S POLICY for Central

America has been aimed at preventing Nicaragua from

becoming another Cuba, El Salvador from becoming

another Nicaragua, Guatamala another El Salvador,

and Costa Rica from becoming like the rest of Central

America. Despite the considerable efforts of his ad-

ministration, each country is now closer to the feared

outcome than it was three years ago. Some would

blame liberals and "doves", arguing that they kept

Reagan "from being Reagan" toward Central America.

Nonetheless, most specialists on the region argue that

faulty policy based on erroneous assumptions is un-

intentionally promoting the opposite of the results

desired.

Reagan's policy towards the region was intended

to contrast with the perceived incompetence and in-

consistency of his predecessor. These weaknesses,

it was argued, followed from Carter's attempt to pursue

a moralistic foreign policy. In contrast, the new ad-

ministration emphasized the threat to our national

security represented by the conflicts in the region.

ALTHOUGH BY THE END of its first year the

administration had to move away from its original

intention to make its Central American policy the

centerpiece in its global strategy to confront the Soviet

Union and its allies/proxies, it has continued to stress

outside intervention as the source of regional insta-

bility. The Sandanistas were armed and trained by

Cuba. Now the Soviet Union and Cuba, through Nic-

aragua, arm the guerrillas in El Salvador, as well as

provide training and organizational assistance. Ambas-

sador Kirkpatrick has claimed, for example, that the

terrible violence in El Salvador was not caused by

social injustice—a "situation that has existed for

decades" —but by the "introduction of arms from

the outside."

This statement epitomizes the Reagan policy tow-

ard Central America; it couples a stress on outside

intervention with an appalling ignorance of the re-

alities of the region. In this instance Kirkpatrick is

apparently unaware of the virtually inevitable develop-

ment from the fraudulent presidential elections in

1972 and 1977 to the repression of the mass organi-

zations in 1979 and 1980 to the increasing recourse

to guerrilla activities in 1980.

IT WOULD BE FOOLISH to assume that arms

are not being sent from Nicaragua to El Salvador.

On the other hand, after three years in office the Reagan

administration has yet to provide reliable public sub-

stantiation for its charges that Nicaragua is a substantial

contributor to the violence in El Salvador. Even worse,

while it continually castigates Nicaragua, it has virtually

ignored the true cause of Salvadoran violence. Thou-

sands of innocent people have been killed in the last

four years, often after prolongucd and gruesome tor-

ture, invariably by government security forces or by
right-wing death squads (the Nov. 21 Newsweek reports

that they have escalated their violence once again).

This is the problem in El Salvador.

It is true that Nicaragua has undertaken a tremen-
dous military buildup. It is not hard to understand
why. Today the United States gives direct financial

assistance to forces identified with the despised dic-

tatorship of the Somazas. In 1954, a leftist (elected)

government was overthrown in Guatamala by forces

financed by the United States (then too using Hon-

duras as a staging area). And, of course, there is Nic-

aragua's own history.

THE UNITED STATES helped to overthrow a

nationalist Nicaraguan dictator in 1909 and then landed

2000 troups in 1912 in order to keep our favorite in

power. For the next 21 years there was an almost

continuous meddling in their politics. By the late

I920's we had over 5000 troops in Nicaragua, many
of them actively fighting the nationalist leader Augusto
Sandino, the namesake of today's Sandanistas. Just

whose national security is threatened by whom?

Costello ponders issues
To the Editor:

My several years at Sewanee have taught me to be

observant and inquisitive. I try to view strange occur-

rences rationally while considering all the possibilities.

By using this logical process, I am often able to solve

problems, or at least make sense of them. But one
problem completely evades not only my logic but seems
to defy the laws of nature.

Everyday since my freshman year, I have gone
directly from the so-called "SPO" to Gailor for lunch.

(Sometimes I eat at the BC, but that's beside the point.)

What I observe, as perhaps others have, is a most curious,

strange sight which defies rational explanation. I see dog
feces on the rocks in front of Woods Lab. I then ask

myself, "Matt, which Sewanee dog goes to the bath-

room on the rocks in front of Woods, and why?" Never
before have I seen such a thing. To me, this is as inex-

plicable as the famed statues oh" Easter Island. (One
explanation for this phenomenon, is that it is the work of

a student. If this is the case, I urge you to seek counsel
from Mrs. Monti or Mr. Chapman.) One of the more
disturbing aspects of this is that at first, no more than
two rocks were targeted. This year it has spread to no
less than four rocks. . . .

Another problem has been on my mind recently.

Although this is not nearly as serious or important an
issue as the phenomenon at Woods. This problem, in my
opinion, also seems to defy logical explanation. I refer

to the Reduced Course Load Proposal. Like the dog
feces, this mysterious problem appeared suddenly, and
has gathered considerable momentum. Unlike the dog
logs, the proposal has the support of an alarming number
of professors. I apologize for straying from my original

point.

I feel much better having gotten this off of my mind.

ely,

Matthew Costello

Sewanee Off Broadway offers

free classes in variety of dances
BY LEE AcARTHUR

SEWANEE OFF BROADWAY. What is it? It's a

group of industrious students- who are willing to teach

almost any imaginable dance step. They offer classes

free to students, faculty members, and their families in

jazz, ballet, modern dance, and tap. Their most recent

class. How to Shag, is offered every Thursday night at

8:30 in the Ballet room, located in the gym.

This is not just a teaching-learning experience; per-

forming is also included. This year, they have performed

at various activities sponsored by the Women's Confer-

ence and Parent's Weekend. Neither performance nor

regular attendance is necessary, it was ".
. . designed to

provide an outlet for dance. .
." stated Ginger Baxter,

the president. Other officers include Kathy Newman,
the secretary-treasurer, and Nancy Johnson, the sponsor.

This group was started three years ago by Mary Hamp-
ton, Beth Barbre, Kathy Newman, and Mary Wright.

NEXT SEMESTER THEY will be organizing class-

es in aerobics, beginning jazz, modern dance, the shag,

the waltz, the fox trot, and tap. Although physical

education credit is not feasible through these classes,

Nancy Johnson does offer ballet and jazz during the

afternoons for credit.

If you are interested in becoming a part of this active

group it is suggested that you get in touch with Ginger

Baxter or just watch for details in the SPO.

Resorting to trash not fun , Bean says
Dear Purple People,

I'm sick and tired of digging through trash cans. I'm

not on the meal plan, so I don't pick up my Purple at

Gailor. Although I've been told Purples are put out in

the SPO, I check my SPO at least twice a day, and I've

never seen Purples there. Another Complaint: My par-

ents have paid for Purple subscriptions since my first

year in the college, and have never received more than 2

issues a semester, with those usually being 8-12 weeks

late. Two weeks ago, they received the Fraternity rush

issue. I've talked to other people, and they seem to

share my problem; we never see the Purple until it has

been out a week, and when we do, it's usually an issue

someone has fished out of a trash can. Perhaps you

uld distribution practices. Perhaps

since all students and faculty have SPO boxes, but not

all students and faculty eat at Gailor, then you should

consider distributing through the SPO. This could either

take the form of stacks of Purples on the tables, or bet-

ter yet, put a Purple in our SPO box. As to the problem
with my parents, perhaps issues to paid subscribers

should be first priority (at least if you plan to keep
them, or attract other subscribers). As I understand it,

part of my student activity fee goes toward a subscrip-

tion to the Purple.
I feel this perhaps entitles me to

actually be able to see or read at least the majority of

Sincerely,

Barry B. Bean

Sometimes it pays to complain. If all has gone well,

Barry, you should be reading this along with your other

mail in the SPO. Thanks to your suggestions and those

of other people, we will distribute issues of the paper to

students through the SPO from now on. No more trash

We seem to have had a few snags in getting the paper

to the mail boxes of our subscribers, however, in more

than a few cases. Circulation manager David Turnbow

is working hard to get the bugs out of the system, but

second<lass mail is not always speedy nor computer

mailing lists always mistake - free. Please let us know if

your family is not receiving the papers it ough t to, folks,

so we can correct it. Thanks for the input. —Ed.



Inbetween
BYBAH1A YACK2AN

ON THE SECOND floor of Walsh-Ellett. behind iwo

innocuous-looking doors, lies the cramped and cluttered

office of the internationally recognized Sewanee Review.

At the home of the oldest literary quarterly in the U.S..

amid bookshelves stacked on bookshelves, filing cabinets

standing under filing cabinets, the three principal co-

horts in this operation work at a rigorous pai

cted

ing world. They
-ing editor. Mary

manager. Audrey

ant, does proof-

reading in her own home, away from the fire hazards of

the office. This dedicated crew work together to perpet-

uate the tradition of excellence which characterizes the

Sewanee Review.

If the quality of a literary magazine depends primari-

ly on the personality and ability of the editor, then the

Sewanee Review has been fortunate in its editors-

beginning with William Peterfield Trent, who started

the magazine in 1892. But this claim is not the whole

picture: to sustain a successful reputation an editor

needs a lot of help from his supporting staff, and George

Core is very appreciative of his. He describes details of

daily work in the Review office in his article "The
Sewanee Review and the Fditorial Performance" {pub-

lished in the Yearbook of English Studies in 1980):

The work is demanding: day after day the Staff ofa

quarterly is taxed by the contingent and the mundane. .

The real work - the editing of a given issue (including

the copyediting and proof-reading), the evaluation of
submissions (solicited and unsolicited), the consideration

<>! new books and possible reviewers for those books, the

fulfilment of subscriptions and of orders for back
numbers, the managing of the budget, the promotion of

the Individual issue and of the magazine as an enter-

prise- - is often scanted when the staff is involved in

such diversions, and fust as often the members of the

staff fall behind in one department while drawing a-

breast in another.

THE FOCUS OF the Sewanee Review is upon English

and American literature from 1500 to the present. Each

issue contains fiction, poetry, critical essays, and book
reviews. At present, says Mr. Core, SR reviews more
books, more promptly and in greater depth, than any

other quarterly. The critical program tends to be retro-

spective, with the emphasis on modernism since 1910.

In the 1982 Library Journal Farber described the SR as

"one of the important cultural forums in the United

States. . . . Lengthy reviews, presenting as many as 18

related titles, provide an excellent means of surveying

recent work in a particular area." He adds that every

Sewanee
In some circles

than Sewanee itsi

literary quarter*

college library should have ;

(the first year of Allen Tate
subscription.

The history of the Sewanee Review falls into two
phases. For the first fifty years it was a quarterly of

general culture devoted to the humanities. Some of its

contributors were distinguished writers, but much. of

the writing was done by Sewanee faculty members.

After the sixteen-year editorship of William S. Knicker-

bocker, Andrew Lytle agreed to direct the magazine

temporarily as managing editor. According to Mr. Core,

Lytle's work superbly prepared the way for the second

phase of the Review, which began with Allen Tate's
brief but influential editorship (1944-46). Tate had the
magazine redesigned, tripled the paid circulation, and
initiated the practice of paying its contributors, thereby
putting the magazine on a solidly professional basis.

Lytle and Tate changed the direction and emphasis of
the magazine by making it a specifically literary quarter-
ly. These two men were well acquainted with some of
the big names in literature, and some whose fame was
increasing, and brought them into the circle of SR con-
tributors: W. H. Auden, Reinhold Niebuhr, Marianne
Moore, Wallace Stevens, John Berryman, Robert Lowell,
T. S. Eliot, Dylan Thomas, and Robert Penn Warren, to
name a few. Following Tate, John E. Palmer (1946-
1952), Monroe K. Spears (1952-1961), and Andrew
Lytle for a second time (196 1-1 973) edited the Sewanee
Review.

IN COMMENTING ON his

emphasizes his belief that

supersedes personal tastes. Since

1973, he says, "continuity is far

change." All, editors since Tate would seem to agree:
each has upheld the magazine's general policy in an
effort to be the ideal editor mediating between the
writing and the reading worlds.

Mr. Lytle says that editing the SR "is a continuous
kind of editing, a constant attitude which is sustained
by each editor who gives his particular view of the same
thing." Speaking of the present editorship, Mr. Lytle
declares that "there is no better fiction being published
by any other magazine." Douglas Paschall, associate
dean of the college, agrees that the basic format remains-
"the balance of poetry and fiction to criticism has been
sustained." Paschall adds an important however,
though-a valuable change for which he praises Mr. Core:
each issue of the quarterly includes a concentration or
focus in organization. "Mr. Core will group particular

editorship, Mr. Core
nagazine's tradition

appointment in

re evident than
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fjusl out) devotes

iticism with three

e s such concentrat

1 topics, or a particular period

ample the summer 1983 issue

lerican poets, and the fall 1983

a section to the revaluation of

extensive reviews. Paschall

"presents the

;ngtng exploration of the subject." He adds:

r l
from having vision for the magazine, Mr. Core is

i

remarkably good 'editorial' editor, in the sense of

c what you write and making it better, by turning

a much more concise and coherent piece of

Part of the credit for accuracy and readability

certainly go to Mary Lucia Cornelius, the

ig editor." Paschall explained that of about 10

lie has, submitted under the present editorship,

ie of them has emerged much improved by Mr.

igile editing. "As a writer I appreciate that; any

ppreeiates that."

Review
}tter known

it is the oldest

n the nation

MUCH HE FEELS that we are "stuck in an age

i js predominantly critical," George Core has stead-

avoided getting caught in the current of wild

mporary intellectual ideologies. For just that

n he is called by Fred Robinson (a medievalist who
rofessor of English at Yale University) "an individ-

nong literary review editors." Core, says Robinson
erceived as the man who is not going to let de-

d\ trendy critical theories be the only voices that

eard today." By making the Sewanee Review a

idog of such faddish theologies as deconstruction-

loststructuralism, and semiotics, Core has made it a

sanity and sound judgement" against the

nds of current theories. Robinson finds SR
mly "possibly the most reputable literary journal

country" but also the most pleasing aesthetically

ich prefers printing by letterpress rather than hv

computer, or the like). Robinson also remarked
Core has an extremely wide range ofjiterary con-

roughout the world. "Mr. Core seems to be in

ith everyone."

: are several misconceptions about the Review
ie editors are adamant about demolishing. The
>mmon is that the SR has a southern bias, that

)lishes mostly southern writers and southern sub-
Mr. Core stated tiredly (and probably for the one-
nth time): "There is not a southern bias - - there

really has been. Although it is true that during the

;rn renaissance some sixty years ago, for about 20
years, the Review did publish plenty of forms of
:rn literature, it has not done so on that scale

In fact, as Core pointed out, last year he publish-

ly one article pertaining to the South - - an essay-
' about several southern novels. Mrs. Cornelius ex-

d the reason for the misconception: failure to

the Review itself. She picked up a copy of the lat-

id turned to the page on contributors. "See,

1 there. If people want to know about it they

:ad it."

HEN ASKED WHAT the editor thinks about the lo-

ck of interest in SR, especially on the part of the
fit body, Mr. Core replied: "1 think we are living in

ite age. This fact impinges on every literary

i the world .... It's a cultural fact that we
fought up against in this office every day. The pro-

that people all over the place are reading less,

-acling less serious literature."

;ontributors to theSR come from all over the

Above, Editor John
Palmer looks over a
copy with Robert
Penn Warren in 1949.

At right, four of the

SR 's former editors:

from left, Allen Tate,

Andrew Lytle, William

Ralston and Monroe
Spears.

U.S. and from the British Isles, Canada, and India.

There are regular contributors from Princeton, Yale, and
Brown. Recent contributors from our faculty are Brown
Patterson, Douglas Paschall, Robert Benson, and Dale
Richardson.

Asked about his willingness to publish young and un-
known writers, the editor replied: "It's always the case

that we are looking for good writers. The quality of the
writing, the style, is going to authenticate whatever
good work is ... . The point is not whether the person

is young or old; we don't worry about whether he or she
is 1 7 or 70." To sum it up - - he doesn't care at all what
a writer's age, gender, race, or creed is. And no special

space is saved for anyone. AU Mr. Core looks for is good
writing. One can appreciate more the rigid criteria.' of

the Review's editors by looking at some figures. In 1982
1,082 stories were submitted, but only seven were pub-

lished. Out of an average of 9,000 poems submitted per
year, approximately 40 to 50 are accepted.

The Fall 1983 issue (released just three weeks ago)

marks the establishment of the "Andrew Lytle Prize,"

given in honor of Mr. Lytle for the best story published

in the Sewanee Review for the year. Helen Norris is

the first recipient of the prize, for her story "The Love
Child" (Spring 1983). This story and the story called

"Revive Us Again" (Winter 1983) by Gloria Norris

(no relation to Helen) have been chosen to be included

in Williams Abraham's yearbook Prize Stories 1984:

The O. Henry Awards. The Sewanee Review staff is

pleased to have published two v , especially in two

IF YOU WANT to read these stories, how about buy-

ing copies of these two SR issues? While you are doing

that, you might subscribe to the magazine. At present

just a few faculty members and only two students sub-

scribe (only one before the writing of this article). Even

if you don't read much of it, at least you will have made
a contribution to one of our finest literary magazines.

Not a bad investment, considering that the Review is im-

portant to Sewar»ee - - it's good public relations.

The University "staunchly supports" the Sewanee

Review financially, for like other literary quarterlies it

is not a money-maker. Nonetheless the staff members
watch their pennies carefully. As Mrs. Reynolds, the

subscription manager, explains,"When you're working

on a shoestring budget, you must use all your resources.

When.we mail back a manuscript, we send along the re-

jection slip but keep the paper clip."

Dean Patterson emphasizes another benefit that the

University gains from its Review: "The Sewanee Review

is extremely valuable in giving us a reputation for en-

couraging literary and imaginative writing, in general,

and also for being a place 'of learning and scholarship."

Assuming. that we do care about our University's reputa-

tion, even if we've never read the Review we can be than

thankful for the excellent tradition it continues to carry

on within its small space in Walsh-EHett.
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One-act productions

to open in festival

On the nights

alented group of

elude 5

ATTENTION THEATER LOVERS!
of December 6th, 7th, 8ih, and 9th,

aspiring young actors and actresses

Act Play Festival. The festival will
i

ranging from the strange and unusal to the comic and

farcical which will be presented in rotations of three and

four on alternate nights. Students enrolled in Theatre

352 are directing the plays, each play having been arbit-

rarily chosen by its director. To be featured are Tenn-

essee, Super Heroes, Jesse and the Bandit Queen, Doing

a Good One for the Red Man, It's Called the Sugar Plum,

At Home, and The Dwarfs. Mary Beth Smith, director

of Tennessee, praises the festival for giving a lot of peo-

ple the chance to act and for giving the audience "a lot

of theater in a short time." She says she chose Tennes-

see, a play which details one family's encounter with an

old woman and the strange story of her life as she re-

lates it to them, because it is "very different" from the

other plays. Most of the play is presented as a dream

sequence, and as a result, it is "weird and strange" yet

suspenseful and interesting.

"Ostrich Group 2" discusses ways in which
alcohol affects Sewanee life in the Alcohol
Issues Awareness Workshop last week in

St. Lukes. Earlier, Ron Jones and Bill Wad-

ley led two teams in a fast-paced edition of
Jeopardy using alcohol awareness ques-

tions. The workshop was sponsored by
BACCHUS, a new student organization

VILLAGE WINE g SPIRITS SHOPPE

LIQUOR
STORE

AT THE SMOKEHOUSE IN MONTEAGLE

Fall's

Favorite

Mixer

Seagrams ?Crown

SpedcA Order At No Extra Charge

Call Collect For Case Prices

And Party Orders 924-228$
OPEN 8 a.m.-10 p.m. TIL 11 p.m. FRI. & SAT.
Come see our expanded selection of German,
French, and California wines. Also in, hard to

find Greek, Italian, and Japanese selections.

Watch Sewanee Siren for weekly specials.

Students-

Come See Us For Our Doily Discounts

NEEDLEWQRK\CANDLE
KITCHEN UTENSILS

Cotton Clothing from India

seconds and close-outs

Blouses $12,00

Bedspreads $12.00

Dresses $20.00

HANDMADE POTTERY - STAINED GLASS

BASKETS - TOYS urn versity a ve.

(Across From Bank)

University of the South SEAL GRAPH FOR CROSS-STICH

Open Monday Through Saturday 1 1-5 p.m.

phone 598-0334

^MonteagCt ^v\otd and cJ?LltaiLiant

3R9VAI)

SHRIMP

All You Can Eat $7.95

Peel and eat just as though

you were sitting on the Gulf

Beach of Mississippi. Served

with Baked Potato and Salad t

SUNVAy
New Orlean's

Special:

SHRIMP CREOLE

12 plump shrimp served

on a bed of rice with

selected vegetables, special

sauce, and a salad bar. $5.36
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Scholarships not out of reach
BY CHARLES ELMORE
Purple Editor

RHODES, FULBRIGHT, MARSHALL, Mellon:

these are the names of no common scolarships.

But neither do they denote scholarships which are

automatically out of reach, according to Douglas Pas-

chall, Associate Dean of the College.

"The Rhodes Scholarship is not as much a long-

shot proposition as one might think," said Paschalt,

himself a Rhodes Scholar from Sewanee in 1966. "The

applicants are human, fallible people."

The Rhodes Scholarships, established in 1903 through

the will of British statesman Cecil ). Rhodes, allow 32

recipients each year from the United States to join

other scholars from English-speaking countries for

graduate work at Oxford University.

Sewanee has produced 20 Rhodes Scholars in the

College of Arts and Sciences. Since 1946, Sewanee's

13 Rhode Scholars are second in number only to the

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill with 15

while being tied with Davidson College's 13 in the south.

THIS YEAR SEVEN seniors from Sewanee are"ap-

plying for the scholarship. Five are applying in Ten-

nessee: David Brumgard (doctoral research in physics),

Trippe Cheek (philosophy/political science/economics),

Carlotta Cooper (M. philosophy in modern literature),

Anne Freels (English), and Richard Spore (philosophy/

political science/economics).

Applying in their home state of Alabama are Mary

Barr (doctoral research in physics), and Archie Reeves

(either philo./poli. sci./eco. or English).

Sewanee's last Rhodes Scholar was Ramona Doyle,

class of 1981, the college's first woman to win that

THE SEVEN APPLICANTS will submit an academic

transcript, a list of honors and activities, eight letters of

recommendation, and a 1000 word essay to the state

committee. Out of perhaps 30-35 applicants, the state

committee will pick a certain number to be interviewed.

These applicants will be invited to drinks and dinner

on the second Tuesday in December, and then to indi-

vidual interviews the following day to determine the two

who will go on to regional consideration in Atla

After more interviews, the regional committee will

pick two out of six applicants to be Rhodes Scholars.

"Rhodes Scholarships are not intended to be a re-

ward for past achievement," said Paschall, who is cur-

rently a member of Tennessee's Rhodes Committee.

"They are an investment in a gifted person who will

have the largest positive impact in the community
in which he ends up."

Students must have a minimum of 3.7 after their

freshman year to be considered for the Marshall Scho-

larships, unlike the Rhodes program which has no

set grade point requirements. The Marshall program,

however, relies much less on interviews in the selection

process.

THERE ARE ALSO three applicants for Fulbright

Scholarships, according to Dr. Gilbert Gilchrist. Two
are undergraduates: Lee Ann Williams and Francesca

Funk, who both wish to study in the Federal Republic

of Germany. A recent graduate, Lucy Paul, is applying

for a teaching assistantship in France.

The Fulbright Scholarships were established by con-

gress after World War II in the Fulbright - Hayes Act

to allow students to study in a variety of foreign coun-

tries.'

Gilchrist also said that sophomores interested in

scholarships should contact him immediately. The
Truman Scholarships provide scholarship aid for the

last two years of college for those sophomores interested

in going into public affairs and government.

A good average, 10.00 or above, is required, Gil-

christ said.

THE MELLON FELLOWSHIPS in the Humanities,

part a two year old program administered by the Wood-
row Wilson National Fellowship Foundation, are de-

signed to fund graduate education for persons entering

teaching.

Seniors must be nominated by professors at the

college to be considered for a Mellon Fellowship.

Though the nomination process is still ongoing, Brown
Patterson, Dean of the College, said this week that

Mishoe Brennecke and Carlotta Cooper had both re-

. from faculty members.

THREE SEWANEE STUDENTS are applying for

the Marshall Scholarships, which were established

in 1953 by the United Kingdom Government to allow

American students to study at British universities

and colleges. They are David Brumgard (physics re-

search at Oxford or Manchester), Carlotta Cooper
(modernism in literature and art at Oxford or Sussex),

and Tom McConnell (Joyce at Oxford or Sussex).

Four candidates will be picked outright from the

Southern region, with two more thrown into an "at

large" national pool of further consideration.

"Sewanee has not tended to do as well with the

Marshall Scholarships," Paschall noted. The school

has not produced a Marshall winner since Paschall's

day.

Brumgard
from page 5

covered in more depth, but this again means more work
for the professor and the student. The 75 minute classes

on a given day will push "morning" classes into the

afternoon, where they will interfere with existing after-

Any change in the course load will be decided upon
by the faculty and the administration, so what can stud-

ents do about it? For a start, we can choose the courses

that we take with more care and forethought. This will

reduce the number of times which students have to drop
courses, resulting in a three or four course load for that

semester. If the deans are constantly being asked for

permission to drop courses, then they might be inclined

to believe that a reduction in course load is required.

Except for this, there isn't a great deal more that we, as

students, can do.

A UNIVERS1TY-WIDE self study is presently begin-

ning as part of the requirements for acreditation. This

study will look into all facets of university, including its

physical resources and the curriculum. If a change in

curriculum is truly needed, then it would be best to wait

until the results of this study are presented, so that we
have the greatest possible pool of information to draw
from. We should take an interest in the progress of this

study and in its results. We should keep alert in our day

to day studies for areas where change is needed. In this

way, we can be ready to make contributory suggestions

when the issue is brought to the floor. In order for the

student body to be effectively involved, we must first be

well informed.

Fly like a bird in a 2-

ultralight, learn to s

j way,

the eagles in a hang-glider

or hot air balloon. Many
other exciting activities.

Call today for info.

825-0444 or write

4065 Cummings Hwy
Chattanooga, TN. 37409

LAUREL POINT
GUEST COTTAGE

Sewanee on bluff, furn

kitchen, fireplace,

screened porch. J)aily

and weekly.

Tel. 615-598-0855

Sewanee Students—Use Your 10% Discount

For The Best Deals Around
SPECIALS....Some More Than 10 % Off

FRATS AND GROUPS-

CHECK OUR PRICES AND SERVICES TURN LEFT BEFORE
RR TRACKS [I

Rebel Yell Bourbon Bols Amaretto Guosti Wine (3 & 4 liter) -^t
Reg. $9.56 SALES8.15 Reg. $8.70 SALE $6.99 Reg. $11.16 SALE $7.54

"Less than 10 minutes from Sewanee"

: WINCHESTER
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Harrigan thai < sofmys

from page 2

There has been some resistance to (he Ya!e Free Press,

Sometimes they can't get space from the University's

offices. We also have started a new program • the Amer-

ican Writers Award - which we gave this fall to the Yale

Literary Magazine in New Haven. Now that is not a stu-

dent journal. It is run by graduates. It is the oldest mag-

azine in the country, and just about passed out of exis-

tence about 1940. The University has sued to remove

the name. In our view the University is trying to

suppress this journal of ideas because it is a well-done

magazine. It is not political. It is more cultural and it

has very distinguished writers.

B: I have heard you speak before concerning the de-

clining industrial base of the U. S. and the role of Am-
erican education in combatting this. You stressed the

importance of technical education as practised by the

Japanese and Europeans. What is the place and value

of a Sewanee education, stressing the liberal arts, in

this competitive situation?

H: I am not really competant to speak on education,

but I do think that the liberal arts education is funda-

mental to the survival of our values.

Much has been make of training in science and tech-,

nology but we can not forget or ignore the basics. My
primary interest really lies in the field of history. I've

done a lot of writing and publishing on historical top-

ics. I think it is essential, if young people are to hold

on to the values of their civilization, that they have a

very broad education. The history of their civilization

and its values must come first. We do not just want to

B: In light of the recent disaster in Lebanon, could

you comment on that situation from your experi-

ence?

H: No great thoughts yet. We have to be guided by

the decision of the president and his assessment on
these things. I think we've gone too far in having Con-

gress direct foreign affairs because the responsibility

for foreign affairs under the Constitution is rested in

the president and he has the most information and is

most able to make a judgement. I think that that is an

awefully sticky situation. It is a country that is riddled

with religious factions. I think that if the Western

powers were to pull out their peace-keeping force then

the Syrians would take it over and we would just have

a bloodbath with the Christian community in Lebanon
being liquidated. That is my aspect on the situation. I

don't think from the strategic standpoint that it is de-

sirable for us to allow the Syrians to achieve their aim
of a so called "greater Syria" giving them a strong po-

sition on the Meditteranean shore. That is certainly

one of the possibilities of the quagmire in the area.

s politicians comparing the situation

in Vietnam. Do you see any com-

B: One often he

in Lebanon to th

parison?

H: I don't think the situation is comparable. I have
strong feelings about Vietnam and about that phrase

"another Vietnam" which as you say is always crop-

ping up in the talk of politicians and all sorts of wri-

ters. I think that the U. S. could, have lather easijy

-

achieved its military goals in Vietnam had, the. war. been
I

yigourously persued, had not the Johnson administra-

tion adopted this policy of graduated responce.

I recall that when I went there with the Marine hel-

ocopter squadron I was attached to, that it was not al-

lowed to use any rockets. They could not fire unless

they were fired upon. That entire approach character-

ized the American activity in that war. The U. S., in-

stead of trying to aid people who were trying to put

up a defensive position in South Vietnam, should have

undoubtedly gone right away into North Vietnam. It

never attacked the Red River dike system which could

have flooded North Vietnam and absolutely paralyzed

the country.

It all really ended when they began the bombing
raids which everyone wanted them to stop. We had
the resources to do it but we did not have the political

will and the strategy. I think the U. S. was primarily

defeated at home by great agitation, disinformation

programs, and all these marches and attempts to halt

ammunition trains that cracked the will of the

country.

But one reason, a major reason, that these were
successful was that President Johnson did not press

it. He did not hit them where it hurt; instead

'he kept setting up so called strategic hamlets, trying to

fight guerilla actions in the bush and not going right at

the heart of the enemy. If that had been done South
Vietnam would not be under the control of North
Vietnam today-. We would never have had Cambodia
and the mass slaughter of people. We would have a

very strong position in Southeast Asia.

B: Are there similarities, though, between Lebanon
and Vietnam?

see page 13

NEW HOURS

Mon-Thurs...7-10

Sun...l-9

Fri & Sat til midnight

Introducing Homemade Pizza. Also Party

Supplies, late night munchies, meat cut to

order, fresh fruits and vegetables, Budwei-

serkeg: $50.10. We accept checks.!

TAKE THE WHOLEFAMILY
FOR A REAL TREAT-

Monteagle, TN. Phone 615-9^-2268

CONVENTION CENTER AND LODGE NOW OPEN

LODGE RESERVATIONS (615) 924-2091

Conference Seating Capacities (Banquet—500)
Facilities now available for fraternity, sorority, club,
and alumni functions. Call Elizabeth Tigue for de-
tails. Come see our newly opened lodge. Rustic de-
cor/equipped with modern conveniences such -as:

color TV, electric air & heat, carpeting, spacious
, & country ham-shaped swimming pool. Very

Come Jo*
vforr

of

MAKE RESERVATIONS NOW FOR COMMENCEMENT



Where would you be now if you could?
BYWILLKIDD

Pete McPherso

this and listen.

sailing

day like not

Brook Estes: I'd like to be on an old wooden sailboat Bill Walker: I'd be somewhere in the Swiss Alps skiing
the

Michael Waag: I'd like to be out talking to my old

friends in Eastern Ecuador .who live among the rivers

of the upper Amazon basin.

Manny Esguerra: I'd be in the Phillipines in a hammock
between two coconut trees on the beach.

Anna Dowdin: Laying out in the sun in the Bahamas.

Eric Rhinehardt: I'd be out of school with a good job.

Kai McCrossen: I'd be in Santa Fe, New Mexico skiing.

Either that or I'd be punching my dad in the face.

Dale Richardson: I'd be muffed up in a great over-

coat on a sunny terrace in Italy.

Jeanette S

studying,

I'd be at the beach in the

Dan Gould: I'd be in England somewhere playing

soccer and watching rugby.

Wendy Keith: New Mexico seeing my dad.

Jess Boyd: Put me anyplace.

Dan Colella: I'd be in the South Pacific on the beach

sucking on a Pina Colada, relaxing.

Lucienne Lastovic: I'd be scuba diving in the Bahamas.

Caroline Morton: I'd be at some little country inn in

England enjoying the day but not studying.

Lee Ann Lambdin: I'd be with Will Kidd on a waterbed

at a Family Inn in Gatlinburg.

Mike Hoffman: In bed asleep.

Hollis Fitch: I'd be in Yosemite climbing El Cap.

Doris Butt: Partying anywhere but the Phi House!

Sarah Rit / skiing in Bavaris

Granger Marchman: I'd be in Europe making a

on how people travel, while travelling myself

some place warm where it do

Amy Rhodes: I'd be in Venice in a gondola

nd drinking \

woman.
s with a beautiful blond-haired Swede

Marilyn Bean: I'd be in Arizona going down the Colo-

rado River in a raft.

Mark Rembert: Reading the 1000th anniversary of
Thor, while making the turn at Augusta at 2 under.

Will Tonks: Sailing in Maine.

Jeanne Lewis: I'd be eating turkey at home.

Damien Simbeck: I'd be out in the middle of nowhere
doing nothing, relaxing.

Laura Bowen: I'd be skiing in New Zealand.

Harrigan

Lucy Barnett: I'd be c ) the top of All Saint:

H: I think -it is a very different situation. In the
first place we are not ^engaged in military action in

Lebanon. There is no aggressive action and hardly any
defensive action on the part of the U. S. I think it ought
to continue to be debated as to what we are doing there,

and we certainly don't want to stay there a long time.
The problem • so many problems - is deep seated and
involved with mistakes that were made decades ago
when Lebanon was given its freedom, and when Syria

was given its freedom, both under French control. Peo-
ple didn't look far enough ahead to see that they were
creating political entities that would be permanently de-

stabilized.

Unfortunately I think that that is one major problem
throughout the world. Most of the nations that exist

today are synthetic nations - some on our side, some on
the other side. They don't have the means for nation-

hood. They are not sufficiently homogenous to hold to-

gether like Jordon; Jordon isn't a nation. Lebanon was
created with two built-in warring religious groups. True,
they had a political formula that worked for a while; but
it eventually broke down with all the pressures and of
course broke down completely when the PLO came into

Lebanon. It became a state within a state.

Look all over the world. There are opportunities for

other Lebanons. For example only a few weeks ago
there was all the strife in Ceylon where you have lang-

uage differences. Not only there but in southern India -

India itself is a large nation with all these uprisings in the

Punjabs. The Western liberals wanted this process of e-

-mancipation of all the former colonial territories. But in

so doing they created the conditions for endless strife.

B: How is the U. S. to deal with these situations which
seem so far removed from us?

H: The U. S. didn't come very well prepared for a global

role. It isn't something the American people historically

desired. Just in this century America has been drawn
more and more into the world. We never were a true

colonial power while we had a couple of colonial posses-

sions; we certainly were not a colonial power like the

from page 12

British, the French or the Portuguese, who had a pur-

pose of expansion around the world. We came in late to

the first World War, and the second World War was

thrust upon us. We were attacked.

With the decline of the other powers we had to take

up some of that burden; someone had to. Our men were

deployed all over the world. We created an enormous

defense force. But we've always had mixed feelings

about our role in the world between isolationism and in-

terventionism. Where we go from here: I think that

Vietnam clearly showed we were not the new Romans,

nor the new British for that matter. We were unpre-

pared psychologically for the long-haul struggle across

the world, for being the true global policeman, for re-

placing the British Empire.

I think we made a terrible mistake after World War

II when we forced the British and French to divest them-

selves of their empires. Most of the territories that they

controlled were far better off under colonial rule than

they are today. You can just call the role one by one of

the countries in Africa or Lebanon for that matter where

they had decent courts, responsible civil administration.

There wasn't famine as there is in 22 African countries.

But that's all the spilled milk of history. We did it

and thought we were befriending all these colonial peo-

ple. Now as a result of forcing bur allies out of areas

they did keep pacified, we are being called upon to do

all these things. And we are unwilling and I think terrib-

ly mixed up about it. It's hard to say exactly where the

line is - what we should do and what we shouldn't do.

We can't intervene everywhere. We are not too well suit-

ed for protracted operations. But there are some areas

where we have to intervene, where we have a truly great

strategic stake. I regard Central America as an example

of that. These little countries are very weak, very vul-

nerable and provide really soft targets for the Soviet

Union and its surrogates.
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He can still kick 'A'

Connery returns triumphant in "Never

'

NEVER SAY NEVER AGAIN NOV. 18-23

YOU CAN'T GO WRONG with a Ja » Bond r

You especially can't go wrong with a Sean Connery-as-

James Bond movie. Never Say Never Again, the latest

Connery Bond, is a remake of Connery's 1965 Thunder-

ball. Bond is sent to a health club by his boss, played by

Edward Fox (no relation), to relax and ends up tangling

with Blofcld (Max Von Sydow) and Largo (Klaus Maria

Brandauer) who have stolen two nuclear warheads from

the United States.

iir. ed
speaks

Sounds pretty familiar, eh? What makes this Bond

different is Connery's acceptance of his age. Whereas

Roger Moore ignores that he is 50+ years old, Connery

plays Bond as an aging superspy. He goes to the health

club not to cheese on chicks but actually to rest and get

away from spy circulation.

SUPERMAN III DEC. 2-3 OWL FUCK

JUST WHEN YOU THOUGHT it was safe to go back

in the theater, here comes Superman III. S-3 is the not

very exciting sequel to the big hits, Superman and Super-

man II. The story revolves around the conflict between

villain Ross Webster (Robert Vaughn) and Superman

(Christopher Reeve), and Superman vs. Clark Kent (in-

ner turmoil). Richard Pryor is thrown in as Gus Gor-

man, computer whiz.

Scriptwriters, David and Leslie Newman, are no id-

iots: Realizing that a third Superman epic gets old and

may not have audience appeal, they include guaranteed

box office bonanza, Richard Pryor. Pryor is a perfect

choice to beef up a tiring Christopher Reeve. Pryor's

performance is definitely the high point of the movie.

REEVE, ON THE other hand, just goes through the

motions that brought him fame and fortune in the pre-

vious two movies. Robert Vaughn lacks the meanness

needed to be classified as a true archvillain.

What docs all this nonchalance add up to? Maybe

there shouldn't be a Superman IV. The storyline is

thinning, the actors tiring, the excitement diminishing.

But the money is still flowing, which means there will

probably be a S-man IV within the next few years.

THE BOTTOM LINE: Don't go out of your way to

.,, see Superman III. Wait until Dollar Night when you get
BUT DONHT LET Bond's age fool you, he can still back to schooL But definitely don't pay more than a

kick some A with the best of them. There is still plenty
do |,ar l0 see it . (N0TE: When this article was written

n and enough people getting wasted to .gnore Superman ,,, was schedured-to play on a Dollar. Now
it's an Owl Flick. Don't bother seeing it.)

the age factor. Babes bounce beautifully by Bond, too.

As I mentioned earlier, you can't go wrong with a

Bond film. Anytime Bond appears on the acreen, you

can be assured of sex ( but not gory violence)- the two

elements that make a Bond movie worth seeing. Even

the worst Bonds ( which Never Say Never Again is de-

finitely not) are much better than most movies.

THE BOTTOM LINE: I realize that Never Say Never

Again finished its run here last week, but if you haven't

already seen it, make it a point to see it at home. Even

pay more than $3.50 to see it (if forced to.)

LACONIC MOVIE REVIEWS
(Clip and save)

Eddie and the Cruisers- Don't %

Octopussy- See it

Flashdance- OK
Trading Places- See it

Mr. Mom- OK
Wargames- See it

3EANCOHNERX
JAMES BOND i

"•BEwm.
The Right Stuff- See it

All the Right Moves- OK
Under Fire- Don't go

Deal of the Century- Don't go

Vacation- OK
The Big Chill- See it

Porky's II- Don't go

Snow White- See it

Still Smokin'- Don't go

Psycho- Sec it

Beyond the Limit- Don't go

Romantic Comedy- Don't go

Never Say Never Again- See it

Superman III- OK

MBA
Vanderbilt
Consider a Masters in Business Administration

Vanderbilt University's Graduate School of Management Offers:

w
an opportunity lo study ai a prestigious

major university

a challenging two year, lull lime MBA
program lor tomorrow's business leaders

concentrated study and practical experi-

ence in accounting, finance, marketing,

organizational behavior, operations man-
agement, and management information

systems

high starting salaries and outstanding
placement opportunities with major cor-

porations throughout the U.S.

hips for proven academic achiev-

For information and an application write

phone:
Office of Admission, Room 600
Owen Graduate School ol

Management
Vanderbilt University

Please send mt Information concerning vanderblH'a Graduate School of Management.

Undergraduate College or University- -Graduation Date_

1-24 At Exit 135

monteagle, TN 37356

VILLASC

Yall come on by "The Kitchen"

INTRODUCINGPIZZA AND YOUR FAVORITE

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORYPRICE THIS FRIDAY

ANDSATURDAYNITE- % PRICE ONANYPIZZA

WITHSTUDENTID. COMEONOVERTO "THE KITCHEN."

SETA WHILEANDENJOYOUR PIZZA AND YOUR FAVORITE

BEVERAGE, THENBROWSE THRUOUR OTHER "SPECIALITYSHOPPES"
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>even Tigers named All—CAC
BRIAN MAINWARING

ALTHOUGH THE SEWANEE Tiger football season

;d with only a 5-4 record, they made their presence

on the All-CAC team. Four of the Tigers' offensive

ers were elected all-conference, as were three defen-

players. In addition, three Sewanee players were

cd honorable mention.

Leading Sewance's offensive contingent was All-

icrican candidate David Pack, who led the conference

receiving with 41 catches, also scoring three touch-

downs in the process. The ground attack was spearhead-

ed by Reggie Benson, who gained 781 yards rushing and

finished second in the conference in scoring with 11

touchdowns. Opening the holes up front was all-CAC

center Dan Rather, a three-year starter who made all-

conference for the second consecutive year. Finally,

Tom Langston was the coaches' choice at kicker. Lang-

ston handled all of the Tigers' field goal scores, and

became known for blasting a majority of his kickoffs

out of the end zone.

DEFENSIVELY, THE TIGERS' representatives were

headed by linebacker Mike Jordan, another possible

selection to the Ail-American team. Jordan led the

in tackles for the second straight year, and was consider-

ed by many to be the be'st linebacker in the conference.

On the defensive line was tackle Clark Jackson, who was

among the team leaders in tackles and set a one-season

school record with fourteen sacks. In the secondary was
free safety Shap Boyd, who tied for fourth in the con-
ference with three interceptions.

In the honorable mention category, the Tigers were
led by cornerback Martin Stoudenmire, who was first in

the conference in punt return average and second in

kickoff return average. Another Tiger defender who
made it was Robert Glenn, a starter at noseguard and
middle linebacker from the first game of his freshman
season. Finally came punter Brian Mainwaring, whose
36.5 yard average on 35 kicks placed him second in the

conference.

The Tigers can expect back Boyd, Glenn, Benson,

Rather, Langston, Mainwaring, and Jackson. To Jordan,

Stoudenmire, and Pack, as well as all the departing

seniors, a heartfelt thanks is in order for providing

Sewanee fans, coaches, and players with four great years

of football.

Coach Bobby Dwyer makes his debut
Sewanee tomorrow night in Juhan

'mnasium as the Tigers take on Ogle-
orpe in the team's home opener,

was formerly an assitant at
uke University.

SEWANEE MARKET SEWANEE MARKER
RKET SEWANEE MARKET SEWANEE MA
EE MARKET SEWANEE M ' 1KFT$EWANfl
EWANEE MARKE T c

.. .vlARKET !

KET SEWAr'^ n*"^ --aNEE MAR|
R"^ ..o*
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EWANEE :.v^T SEWANEE MARKET!

SbW NEE MARKET SEWANEE
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Soaps
from page

During the mornings, some students are fortunate

enough to have their "II o'clock" be Ryan's Hope."

There are also a few secret soap watchers on campus.

These consist of students who were banned from the

common room after suggesting that they watch "The

Guiding Light," instead of "GH" and were relegated

to getting a TV in their room to watch "As the World

Turns" and 'The Guiding Light."

Many students watch the soaps as a relief from the

tension of school, as a relaxing break, and for fun.

"I watch soap operas, it's a good way to unwind,

to forget your own problems by watching someone

elses," said Betsy Britton, a sophomore.

"In Cleveland (dorm}, everybody gets together and

watches the soaps," continued Betsy. "They're ad-

dictive, I never watched soaps until I came to Sewanee,

and now they have become part of my daily routine."

Right now "General Hospital" is where the action

is taking place. With Luke and Laura and Cclia and

Grant, everything is happening," concluded Betsy.

"They are entertaining," said another soap opera

addict. "You don't have to think, you just let them

live their lives out in front of you."

Laura Bowen suggests that soaps are also popular

because they resemble a "daily gossip sceion."

"People love to know what's happening in other

she said,"and the soaps arc just fun other

to watch.'
Laura (GH) first a{

THE CANNON COMMON ROOM is a gathering

place for soap operas, the most popular being, "All

My Children."

Most people can justify spending that hour for a

break," said one Cannon dweller.

"All My Kids" is the most popular in Cannon because

there arc a lot of "sweet' people we can hate, like the

'goob' model Tony."

AMcCrady dweller echos this thought. "We all

hate Tad and Tony. There are always at least 20 guys

in McCrady in the common room watching "All My
Children."

While "GH" and "All My Kids" dominate most

of the television screens at Sewanee, there are still

a few channels on "As The World Turns," and "The

Guiding Light."

"I watch 'As The World Turns" because of the

good acting. Most soap operas today don't have good

actors but ATWT docs," said Gwen Harris.

"For me, watching soap operas is secondary. School

comes first, but I enjoy watching them when 1 have

the time," she added.

atching soaps.

MidielobLight
Compare the taste.

One is united with all the

common room cheers on \

peared this year.

So whether one watches soaps in the B.C. or

one's dorm, one can always expect to find numero

people surrounding the television for what ABC caj

"Love in the Afternoon."

BUT NOT ALL students agree that soap opci

arc worth watching.

"They've never appealed to me," said Joanne Rai

erson. "1 never watch TV, I just prefer life."

"1 watch it occasionally, just to be sociable, b

they seem so flat compared to what you yourself c

see," she continued.

"They are interesting and amusing—they mirr

the way the way we think—but what about the w

things really arc?"

Barbara Schenk agrees. "I've watched them befoi

and I don't like them. They are primitive and cliche."

"They become more real than life," one profess

stated. "The characters represent 'stock' figures, and ti

situations work out more often than in reality."

But overall, students and several professors agrt

that they are fun and a pleasant break from "real

life"

If you have been too busy studying late

missed your soap, the following is a brief summary

the most popular soap operas' action for the

ending Nov. 18.

ALL MY CHILDREN : Tad and Marion n

from their trip to St. Lucia, and Ruth is upset

Tad because he lied to her about where he had
|

Jesse is trying to get his child back, even though

has already been adopted, lesse and Angie

other. Nina told Cliff she loved him and wanted tr

to have a family. Cliff told her no, he cou

forget she had an affair with Steve. Steve ha:

to Texas. Greg was out with Amanda and called ti

Jenny, Greg and, Jenny try to contact each

but can't. A surprise party is thrown for Jenny b

she is not happy, it was the day she and Greg wi

to have been married.

DAYS OF OUR. LIVES: It is assumed that Ge

killed Leticia but does not remember stabbing In

Marlcna states that Gene isn't the killer, Roman qua

Gene, and Courtney Martin plans to defend Gel

front of Mrs. Shiting, Bo and Hope pretend th

, Maggie and Don enjoy then

Roman is becoming obsessed with the "Sail

' and ignores Marlcna. Liz, in jail, acts ai

Bo, Hope, and Danny. Pete folio

Melissa, Brett has disappeared, and Melissa covers I

Hope while she is not home.

GENERAL HOSPITAL: Lesley began compuli

m a horse named Laura, (

hecked into a hotel and unknowingly is

ext to Laura. Rick finds her in the hotel a

she admits she has problems. Grant is free after hav

given out information about the DVX, but is now wi

out a job. The Professional Medical Conduct Assoi

lion is investigating him. Celia admits her love for Gra

and stays by him against her father's wishes. Moni

tells Celia and Grant they can live in her house but Gra

says- no. He also says "no" to Cclia's fathers' offer

help them with their finances. Luke is now the mayi

elect, and is reminiscing about his marriage day, whi

he claims to have been the best day of his life. Lao

makes her appearance for the first time this week, a

idering around town in a disguise, as *

watches her old friends, Luke, etc. Laura's recent p.

begins to be revealed through a series of backflash

She was captured by the Cassadincs, who made it appi

that she was dead. She is told that Luke is dead, a

one of the Cassadines falls in love with her. She rcsi

him, but later marries him.


